
How to be 7 Again  

by Mark Hess 

Where I grew up, the land was flat and wide.  It was the perfect place to be seven years old—

unfilled and open and waiting to be filled with hope. 

 

When I was 7 years old, we had moved to the edge of town.  That meant combines clattered right 

up to our backyard fence during wheat harvest in July.  

We listened to rumblings as grain was loaded into train 

cars just a few hundred yards to the north.  All fall as I 

waited for the school bus on frosty mornings, I watched 

trucks rumble into to the beet dump over by the train 

tracks.  I watched the trucks hoist their loads and the 

beets tumble out.  Later, a conveyor belt sent the beets to 

the top of the growing sugar beet pile. 

Memories of wondrous things—which are not so hard to 

come by at age seven—hold sway.  In one particular 



memory I am looking up at a huge, enormous, gigantic, really big pile of sugar beets.  Sugar 

beets are huge, and they make wonderful, huge piles—like mountains to a kid who grew up on 

the prairie.  My boy brain says, “You must climb this mountain!” 

  

 

 That’s when my Mom called me home and saved my life. 

“You were going to do what?” my Mom asked me when I had come home. 



“I was going to climb up to the top of the beet pile!”  

“Ohhhhh, it’s a good thing you didn’t try,” my Mom told me, her voice a serious whisper—a 

mom voice that didn’t even have to say, I’m serious.  “A kid just about your age climbed up on a 

beet pile once, and he sunk down inside the beets and suffocated and died.” 

I imagined that kid’s skeleton inside the pile of beets.   

He might be there in that very same pile I was going to climb.  He might still be there today!  I 

could have stepped on his bones!  I didn’t want to die!  And even more importantly, I didn’t want 

to get in trouble. 

 

If I had known then what I know now I just might have climbed that beet pile.  If I had known 

then--as a first grader--that first graders can fly, then I would have had no worries. 

Five days a week I am on lunch recess duty at my elementary school, and I have seen it many 

times with my own eyes:  first graders can fly.  



Running, like the wind, arms out, their arms begin to lift up in flight. First graders are always 

looking down at their feet when they are running.  Why are they looking down at their feet?  

Because they are going so freaking fast, that’s why!  

Look at my feet!  I’m flying! If they are really running 

super incredibly fast, their arms swoop back into jet 

wings . . . a soaring spirit.   

It’s not running.  It’s flying! 

When kids aren’t flying, they are falling.  They trip 

over other kids.  They trip over themselves.  They trip 

over a basketball rolling across the playground.  

Where did that basketball come from?  There’s not 

even a hoop up here . . .  They trip over nothing.  

Sometimes kids just fall down on purpose.  Who falls 

down on purpose?  Any one of these falls would put 

me in the hospital . . . but what most often happens to a 

fallen kid is the kid just bounces up and sprints off in a different direction.  They don’t even 

know where they are going.  It doesn’t matter when you are flying.   

 

 



 

Recess duty again.  It’s a chilly day in March.  Before me stand two little girls holding hands.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They are bedazzled.  They glimmer.  They shimmer.  They shine and glow.  Those might be real 

diamonds!  Their shoes light up when they walk.  Sparkles and glitter bounce off of them.   

They look up at me.  They are patient.  They just stare at me silently until I acknowledge them. 

“Her coat won’t zip,” says the girl on the right.  “Her zipper won’t zipper up.  I tried to zipper it 

up, but it won’t zipper.”  Not a word from the broken zipper girl.   

I need you to understand:  I can do this.  I am a trained professional.  I am trained to deal with 

recess emergencies such as this one. 

 “Her mom doesn’t want her to get sick.  I tried to fix it, but I couldn’t.”   

Broken zipper girl just smiles at me. 

I reach down and zoop, zoop—emergency avoided. “There you go.  All fixed,” I say.  “Wouldn’t 

want you to get too cold.  Do you think you will be OK now?”   

Broken zipper girl doesn’t speak.  She just looks to her friend.  The friend frames broken zipper 

girl’s shoulders, looks her over, nods her approval.   



“She’s OK now,” says the friend.  They turn and skip away—still holding hands.   

No, broken zipper girl will not be cold this recess—will never be with such an advocate and 

defender next to her.  Everyone should have someone in their lives like broken zipper girl’s 

friend.   

I wonder about kids who don’t have that connection.  I wonder about adults who don’t have that 

connection.   

 

In the school hallway now . . . I’m talking to my first grade teacher colleague, Rachel, and as I 

step back, a first grader walks behind me—the WORST timing!  He trips and falls  . . . . OK so  

falls is not the word exactly. 

I think falls apart 

is more 

appropriate.  He 

goes down in a 

whirlwind, his 

backpack flying 

off his shoulder, 

his lunch box 

popping open.  

There’s a 

sandwich on the 

floor.  He 

somehow loses a 

shoe on the way 

down.  How do 

you lose a shoe? 

Then he looks 

up—that moment 

of shock before 

bursting out in 

tears.   

What did I do?  I think I broke him completely in half!  But Rachel is both a teacher AND a 

mom.  She swoops down and lifts him up, telling him he is fine, smoothing his clothing, 

somehow putting his foot back into his shoe all in one motion. The kid is completely baffled. He 

doesn’t even have time to cry.  I am stunned.  I don’t even have time to cry.  This is the most 

amazing teacher/mom/ninja move I have ever seen.  Rachel smiles at me, sort of shrugging as if 

to say “Just another super hero rescue.  I do it all the time.”  

I wonder if I should get shoes that light up?  I wonder if I am missing out on sparkles.  Maybe I 

should rethink glitter.  Maybe I could use some bedazzling.  I think about my wife, my best 



friends, the companionship of colleagues who share a life’s view.  I think they would all zip my 

jacket up for me, put my shoe back on again . . . 

 

Somehow, I stumbled upon the best career in the world.  

 

I am working the crosswalk after school, and a kid skids to a stop in front of me—and I mean 

literally skids when I say it—kids are always skidding to a stop.  They don’t just stop.  

Sometimes they skid to a stop and provide their own sound effects when they do it . . . 

eeerrrrrch!   

This school year, I have come back from summer vacation with a goatee, having left clean 

shaven.  The skidding first grader observes, “I used to know someone who looks like you.”   



 

“Oh?”   

“His name was Mr. Hess, but he 

didn’t have a beard.”   

“Well, that’s me!  I’m Mr. Hess.  I 

just grew a goatee.”   

“Oh!”  Long pause.  “Well, what 

is your name now?”   

I hadn’t thought of that.  I didn’t 

know I got to pick a new name, 

too.  I thought I could keep the old 

one.  What an intriguing thought!  Afterall, hadn’t I just re-made myself?  

 

Kids re-make themselves several times a day.  On the playground, I will see them mouthing 

words—talking to some imaginary character, waving sticks (Bad idea . . . believe me, I’m a 

professional.  Waving sticks on the playground is almost as bad as climbing a sugar beet pile) . . . 

waving sticks, fending off imaginary enemies as they bound around.  That bounding kid with the 

imaginary stick is not pretending to be Batman.  That kid IS batman.   

Out of the blue—say, on a Tuesday in March—I will be asked, “Mr. Hess, who are you going to 

be for Halloween.”  Er . . . I don’t know.  Not “what costume will I wear” or “how will I dress 



up” but WHO WILL I BE?  It’s not so much about Halloween but about hope and that anything 

is possible when you are seven.  And it makes me think . . . who will I be when October comes 

around?  What will I have learned, how will I have grown, and how will these experiences have 

re-made me?  Who WILL I be?  Maybe I will just grow a goatee again. 

 

The best job in the world.   

It’s like I work in a building full of golden retreiver puppies.  I get sideways hugs.  I get hugs to 

start the day.  A first grader has latched onto my leg, and I walk and pull him along with me.  

This is not just a hello hug.  This is a real I truly adore you hug, and I don’t even know this little 

boy’s name.  It doesn’t matter.   

 

At the end of the hallway, now, I see the 

Frankenstein walk coming at me.  The 

Frankenstein walk is a hug that starts at 

a distance with a sort of staggering, 

arms-out hobble.  “Miiiissster Hesssss!”  

It’s like the 1930’s black and white 

monster who wore the really big and 

clunky shoes (Of course he was slow!  

Ever try running in shoes like that?)—

except attached to the staggering 

Frankenstein walk is a six or seven-year-

old girl.  Here it comes for you from all 

the way down at the other side of the 

hall, and by golly, that hug is aimed 

right at you, and you are going to get it!   

“Good morning!  How are you, Sweetie?  What?!  You had chocolate milk for breakfast?!  You 

are the luckiest person in the whole world!”  

Upstairs in the second grade hallway, a boy walking in front of me sees me behind in the big 

mirror at the end of the hallway.  He turns around to say hello--now walking backwards--and 

promptly trips and falls over a beanbag in the hallway (yes, if you are old like me, there are now 

beanbags in the hallway in elementary schools) . . . trips and falls over a beanbag in the hallway, 

heroically transitions into a backward roll, pops up, and smiles at me.  Now THAT is a hello!  I 

doubt you’d ever get one like that at your office. 

The greatest job in the whole world . . . 

Last year in December I submitted my retirement papers.  I had been teaching 30 years.  30 years 

is a long time. 



In December, I withdrew them.  Teaching is who I am.  Maybe just 10 more years.  Why would I 

do anything else? 

 

**** 

 

I am seven years old and back in Yuma on a school day.  It’s November.  We’ve gotten a nice 

snow out on the prairie.  Because you can’t find a decent sledding hill anywhere in town, we 

have to improvise.  Our PE teacher is telling us that tomorrow--if we have a sled--we should 

bring it to school.  Because tomorrow we’re going to load up on school buses and go sledding on 

the beet piles. 

Wait . . . what?  

He repeats.  “We’re 

going to load up on 

busses and go sledding 

on the beet piles.” 

Did he just say?   

  



 

 

 

 

The next day, other kids were already sledding down the beets when my bus got there, and 

nobody was sinking into the beets and suffocating and dying—at least as far as I could tell. 

Sledding the beets is fast and glorious and wonderful . . .  until you fall off the sled.  You see, a 

beet is the size of a football.  But now in November they were like frozen footballs.  



  

And it turns out even if you don’t sink down into a beet pile and suffocate and die, it’s not very 

fun at all sledding on a mountain of frozen footballs.  It kind of hurts.  You get broken clean off 

and completely in half!  You lose a shoe! 

But we are kids.  (Adults 

would not do this.)  We keep 

sledding.  We crash.  We take 

a breath.  We get up and do it 

again because WE ARE 

FLYING—really flying—

down a mountain, and when 

we crash, there is often a hand 

there reaching out to help us 

up—a friend or even (and you 

know what I mean if you 

remember being a kid) our 

sworn enemies from the bus 

ride over. 

 

 



Today, I am thinking again about that hand reaching out—open and inviting and there you are, 

vulnerable, broken right clean through in half, shoeless.  When you are a kid, you do not hesitate 

to take that hand, or you do not hesitate to offer your own hand.   

 

Recently, a New York Times article reported that those who live the longest share one quality at 

the top of the list—and it isn’t exercise or a healthy diet or not smoking.  The quality they share 

is social connections—a habit of getting out and saying hello, a willingness to exchange small 

talk with a clerk at the grocery store.  “Are the Broncos ever going to find a quarterback?  The 

Rockies won 22-20 . . . guess the pitching finally came through.”  And these healthiest people 

also have someone close to them—someone they love, someone to keep them all zippered up on 

chilly days.  

 

According to social research by Renee Brown, it turns out that vulnerability is the key to making 

deeper connections.  Vulnerability is the courage to be yourself, the compassion to understand 

that you, yourself, are not perfect, and then to extend that same compassion to others.  Being 

vulnerable means rejecting the fear that I am not good enough.  And when you come from a 

position of vulnerability, you are not coming from a position of weakness but from a position of 

strength—a position of generosity and acceptance, a position of empathy and compassion.  A 

position of vulnerability is the strongest position you can hold. 

And you, my friend, are you not possibly a little hard on yourself?  Or maybe I’m just talking 

about me . . .  Haven’t we all felt the fear of vulnerability?  Are we the first to give the hug, or do 

we wait to see if one will be coming?  When was the last time you walked down the hallway 

doing the Frankenstein walk?  Maybe we should do that.  Maybe on the next day at work we 

should just really freak out a co-worker?!  “How was your weekend?  MMMmmmuhhhh….”  

Here comes the 1930’s monster for a hug!  Maybe we should listen to the 7-year-old who is 

willing to tell us they love us without worrying if those words will be returned.  Maybe we ought 



to announce to the world that we are now Batman—waving a stick, Batman!  Why not celebrate 

being impeccably good at being ourselves despite our imperfections? 

At some point in our lives, we started to understand those frozen footballs really hurt . . . seven 

years old was a long time ago.  The falls hurt more and more, and perhaps every fall left us 

feeling a little bit more broken.  Maybe there wasn’t a hand held open to us, or maybe we just 

chose not to take it.   Maybe we didn’t want to trudge up the hill again.  Maybe we learned not to 

take the chance on a broken heart. Maybe we forgot how fun the ride could be.  Maybe we forgot 

how wise we used to be. 

I hope you never stop learning and growing.  I 

hope you never stop asking yourself who you 

are going to be—not one day at Halloween—

but every day.  I hope you find a person who 

will help you keep all zipped up, and I hope 

you choose to hold that person’s hand.  I hope 

someday you are so eager to say hello that you 

trip over backwards and bounce right back up 

with a smile. 

I hope your life is full of sled runs so white, so 

smooth, so inviting that you are not afraid to 

take your chances sliding over the rocks 

beneath.   A bruise or two might be worth the 

chance to feel like a kid again—the wind whipping by, the thrill of gliding, the fun of the ride 

with no worries about how it will end.  I hope you remember what it is like to fly. 

 

--Mark Hess 

 

 


